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Abstract—Quantum drift diffusion corrections and a sim-
ple ballistic mobility model are used to simulate IDVGS-
characteristics of scaled 2D and 3D III-V channel FETs. The
sub-threshold swing of double-gate ultra-thin-body geometries is
extracted for different gate lengths, and the semi-classical results
are compared with those from the quantum transport simulator
QTx. The ballistic mobility recovers the QTx transfer curves of
the gate-all-around nanowire FETs, except the on-currentsin the
linear regime. It is shown that source-to-drain tunneling sets a
limit to scaling at a gate length of about 10 nm.

Index Terms—III-V-MOSFET, Quantum Drift Diffusion,
Quantum Transport, DG-UTB FET, GAA Nanowire.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The high electron mobility and injection velocity of III-
V-compounds-based FETs make them promising candidates
to replace n-type strained Si MOSFETs at future technology
nodes with gate lengths shorter than 20 nm [1]. The aggressive
scaling causes quantum effects which have a critical influence
on the device performance. For instance, geometrical quantum
confinement in the body with thickness (tbody) below 12 nm
leads to a shift in the threshold voltage [2]. Moreover, at
gate lengths shorter than 20 nm, the potential barrier between
source and drain becomes thin enough, so that source-to-drain
tunneling (STDT) deteriorates or even determines the sub-
threshold swing (SS) [3]. Quantum transport (QT) simulators
start to find their way into industrial environments, however,
they are computational expensive for large and complex 2D
and 3D devices [4]. In this paper, it is systematically shown
how quantum drift diffusion (QDD) tools [6] in combination
with a TCAD-friendly ballistic mobility model [12] can be
used to simulate the described quantum effects. A reasonable
agreement with QT simulation results is achieved forSS, but
ION is still too high in the linear regime.

II. SIMULATION APPROACHES

First, 2D simulations of the double-gate ultra-thin-body (DG
UTB) transistor shown in Fig. 1 (a) were performed using
the quantum transport code QTx [4]. The same geometry
with tbody = 7 nm was simulated for differentLG rang-
ing from 10 nm to 25 nm. Next, 3D simulations using QTx
were done for gate-all-around nanowire (GAA NW) FETs.
Their design parameters are the same as for the DG UTB
FETs. The dimensions are given in Tabel I. TheIDVGS-
characteristics simulated with QTx were used as reference
to calibrate the QDD simulation setup of the commercial
simulator Sentaurus-Device (S-Device) [5]. Effective masses

Fig. 1. Schematic of (a) In0.53Ga0.47As double-gate ultra-thin-body (DG
UTB) FET and (b) In0.53Ga0.47As gate-all-around nanowire (GAA NW)
FET.

(me) and non-parabolicity parameters were calculated from a
full-band version of the QT code.

To simulate the geometrical confinement perpendicular to
the transport direction in the 2D and 3D structures two models
were used:

(i) The Density Gradient (DG) Modelwhich adds a quantum
potential (Λ) in the computation of the carrier density (n). This
model depends onn, me and a fitting parameterγ. The latter
can be found by a Schrödinger-Poisson solver [4] using the
1D electron density profile along a vertical cut in the middle

TABLE I
DIMENSIONS OF THEGAA NWS ACCORDING TO FUTURE TECHNOLOGY

NODES AS DESCRIBED IN[7].

Node LG [nm] tox [nm] tbody [nm] me/m0

A 15 3.75 7 0.0642

B 10.4 3.25 5.5 0.0674



of the device.
In the 3D simulations of the GAA NWs we applied the

anisotropic DG model which uses an attenuation matrix with
diagonal elementsαl, αv in order to scaleΛ in longitudinal
and vertical direction, respectively. The elementαv serves to
reproduce the effect of geometrical confinement perpendicular
to the transport direction, whereas theαl-value lowers the
height of the energy barrier between source and drain, which
mimics the effect of STDT. Since the latter was simulated
directly by the Nonlocal Tunneling (NLT) model of S-Device,
αl = 0 was chosen. The fitting parameterγ for both transverse
directions (x and y) was calibrated using the 1D density
profile in the center of the GAA NW along the y-direction
in the middle yz-plane (compare Fig. 1). The QTx electron
density profile along the same line was taken as reference.
By matching the densities in the sub-threshold regime, the
electrostatics (i.e. the threshold voltage) can be fitted very well,
independently of the mobility model used.

(ii) The Modified Local Density Approximation (MLDA),
without any fitting parameter [10].

To include STDT, the Nonlocal Tunneling (NLT) model [6]
was used in combination with the MLDA and the anisotropic
DG model, respectively. The tunneling mass (mc) was set to
the value ofme.

In a first instance, to mimic the ballistic QTx case, a constant
and artificially high diffusive mobility (µd) of 2.3 × 104

cm2/Vs was used in the simulations of the DG UTB FETs. In
the analysis of the GAA NW FETs we applied a parameter-
free ballistic mobility modelµb [13] in order to improve the
agreement with the QTx characteristics. In 1D it has the form

µb(x) =
vb(x)

ψ′

n(x)
, (1)

where the gradient of the quasi-Fermi potential (QFP)ψ′

n(x)
is the driving force of the carriers in the channel andvb(x)
their mean velocity given by
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√
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(
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Here,ψn(x) = φ(x)− kBT
q

ln(n) is the QFP,vth =
√

kBT/mc

the 1D mean thermal velocity,q the elementary charge, and
kB the Boltzmann constant. The second line in Eq. (2) turns
out as soon as the source-drain voltage exceeds a fewkBT
which makesµb literally parameter-free.

III. R ESULTS

Fig. 2 shows the fittedIDVGS-characteristics for the DG
UTB FETs for three gate lengths computed with the combina-
tion of anisotropic DG model and NLT. Note that the mobility
is constant and large here, without any ballistic correction. The
SSof the transistor with the shortestLG (where the effect of
STDT is strongest) is best reproduced by the anisotropic DG
model. Fig. 3 presents theIDVGS-characteristics for the DG

UTB FETs using the combination MLDA + NLT. The slopes
are similar to the previous case.

Figs. 4 and 5 present the transfer curves in the linear
regime (VDS = 50 mV) for GAA NWs from node A and B,
respectively. Figs. 6 and 7 show the corresponding curves in
the saturation regime (VDS = 0.63 V). Again, the combinations
DG + NLT and MLDA + NLT with a constant high mobility
were used, but now also NLT in combination with the ballistic
mobility Eq. (1). The following remarks have to be made:
(i) Using the ballistic mobility together with the DG model
never converges. Therefore, the electrostatics was corrected
by a simple shift of the work function (WF) in this case. (ii)
The apparent misfits in the threshold voltages between the DG
and the QTx curves in Figs. 4 and 6 are not caused by the
electrostatics, but due to the uncorrected constant mobility. (iii)
Figs. 5 and 7 contain a real misfit in the threshold voltages
between the DG and the QTx curves since the fittedγ-value
for tbody = 5.5 nm (γ = 2) prevented convergence, andγ = 1
was used instead.

The DG curves in Figs. 5 - 7 exhibit a pronounced bump
around the onset of inversion. The strength of this effect
increases with decreasing cross section of the GAA NW and
increasing source-drain bias. It is attributed to the breakdown
of the DG method when the channel quantization goes away
and only geometrical confinement remains. The DG model had
been developed for the former case, but is unable to cover the
latter correctly. As an artifact one can observe that in the case
of extremely thin bodies a huge quantum potential is computed
even in the flat-band regions of the semiconductor (also when
αl = 0). An empirical workaround to mitigate this effect is
to remove the gate oxide in small parts near the source/drain
contacts [11] which eliminates the ”density gradient” between
insulator and semiconductor there. However, this was not done
in the present study. Another serious issue is related to the
modeling of the density of states (DOS). In S-Device the
DOS model is that of a 3D electron gas. The only way to
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Fig. 2. IDVGS-characteristics obtained from the combination of DG + NLT
for a 7 nm DG UTB FET with different gate lengths. Parameters:VDS =
0.05 V, mc = 0.0516 m0, µd = 2.3× 104 cm2/Vs, γ = 0.7, (αl, αv) = (0,1),
and WF = 4.8 eV.
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Fig. 3. IDVGS-characteristics obtained from the combination of MLDA +
NLT for a 7 nm DG UTB FET with different gate lengths. Parameters: VDS =
0.05 V, mc = 0.0516 m0, µd = 2.3× 104 cm2/Vs, γ = 0.7, (αl, αv) = (0,1),
and WF = 4.8 eV.
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Fig. 4. IDVGS-characteristics obtained from the combination of DG + NLT,
MLDA + NLT and µb for a tbody =7 nm GAA NW. Parameters:VDS =
0.05 V, mc = 0.0642 m0, γ = 1.0, (αl, αv) = (0,1), and WF = 4.93 eV.

adjust the DOS to the value in 2D- and 1D-like devices is to
scale the DOS effective mass by matching the Fermi levels in
QTx and S-Device. However, for very small body thicknesses
one cannot achieve convergence with the fitted value. In these
cases, DOS andγ have to be changed simultaneously to match
the electrostaticsand to reach convergence.

Applying the ballistic mobility model Eq. (1) in combina-
tion with a proper WF removes the bumps and yields an overall
good agreement with the QTx transfer curves, except for the
on-current in the linear regime.

From the extractedSSvalues in Figs. 4 - 7 one observes that
despite the superior electrostatic control of the GAA NWs, a
significant leakage current caused by STDT persists. The best
way to illustrate its effect is by showing the spectral current
distribution in comparison to the shape of the lowest CB
edge. This is done in Fig. 8 for the off-state and the on-state,
respectively, comparing the gate lengths 15 nm and 10.5 nm.
The on-current is basically thermionic current in both cases,
i.e. STDT has no effect here. The off-current is dominated
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Fig. 5. IDVGS-characteristics obtained from the combination of DG + NLT,
MLDA + NLT and µb for a tbody = 5.5 nm GAA NW. Parameters:VDS =
0.05 V, mc = 0.0674 m0, γ = 1.0, (αl, αv) = (0,1), and WF = 4.98 eV.
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Fig. 6. IDVGS-characteristics obtained from the combination of DG + NLT,
MLDA + NLT and µb for a tbody = 7 nm GAA NW. Parameters:VDS =
0.63 V, mc = 0.0642 m0, γ = 1.0, (αl, αv) = (0,1), and WF = 4.93 eV.

by STDT - almost completely in the case ofLG = 10.5 nm.
Therefore, a gate length of 10 nm can be considered as the end
of scaling for III-V-channel FETs. Further scaling will also not
significantly improve the on-current.

Tables II and III show how the use of a diffusiveµd without
ballistic correction overestimates the on-current drastically and
how µb from Eq. (1) improves the situation. The on-current
is much better reproduced in the saturation than in the linear
regime. Reasons for this are discussed elsewhere [13].

TABLE II
EXTRACTED ON-CURRENTION AT VGS = 0.5 V AND VDS = 0.05 V.

Node ION(QTx) [ A
µm

] ION(µb) [ A
µm

] ION(DG+NLT) [ A
µm

]

A 1× 10−4 1.56× 10−3 1.7× 10−2

B 3.7× 10−4 1.8× 10−3 1.8× 10−2
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Fig. 7. IDVGS-characteristics obtained from the combination of DG + NLT,
MLDA + NLT and µb for a tbody = 5.5 nm GAA NW. Parameters:VDS =
0.63 V, mc = 0.0674 m0, γ = 1.0, (αl, αv) = (0,1), and WF = 4.98 eV.
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Fig. 8. Distribution of spectral currents and lowest conduction band edge for
GAA NW FETs from node (A) and (B) at VDS = 0.63 V. (a) Off-state,LG

= 15 nm at VGS = 0.026 V. (b) On-state,LG = 15 nm at VGS = 0.48 V. (c)
Off-state, LG = 10.4 nm at VGS = 0.03 V. (d) On-state,LG = 10.4 nm at
VGS = 0.48 V.

IV. CONCLUSION

The NLT model used in combination with the anisotropic
DG model can fairly reproduce the referenceSSof the DG
UTB FETs in the case of strong STDT. In GAA NWs the
excellent gate electrostatic control reducesSS significantly
compared to the DG UTB FETs with the sameLG [7].

TABLE III
EXTRACTED ON-CURRENTION AT VGS = 0.5 V AND VDS = 0.63 V.

Node ION(QTx) [ A
µm

] ION(µb) [ A
µm

] ION(DG+NLT) [ A
µm

]

A 7.7× 10−4 2.6× 10−3 2.7× 10−2

B 5.3× 10−4 1.5× 10−3 1.3× 10−2

Application of a ballistic mobility model yields an overall
good agreement with the QTx transfer curves and decreases
ION by a one order of magnitude in comparison to the
simulation with the diffusive mobilityµd. However, it is still
larger than the QTx value, in particular in the linear regime.
This can be due to the fact that the true 1D DOS can hardly
be mimicked in S-Device. Another possibility is the model for
µb itself, which overestimates the current in the linear regime
[13].
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